INPUT: pattern TEAM and text I N T E R N A T I O N A L S Y M P O S I U M M F C S
TASK: to check whether the text contains the pattern as a subsequence (i.e. gaps are allowed)
OUTPUT: Yes I N T E R N A T I O N A L S Y M P O S I U M M F C S Problem for this talk:
Given a COMPRESSED text and a COMPRESSED pattern can we solve embedding faster than just "unpack-and-search"? Why algorithms on compressed texts?
Answer for algorithms people: Might be faster than "unpack-and-search" Saving storing space and transmitting costs Many fields with highly compressible data: statistics (internet log files), automatically generated texts, message sequence charts for parallel programs Answer for complexity people: Some problems are hard in worst case. But they might be easy for compressible inputs New complexity relations. Similar problems have different complexities on compressed inputs
Problems on SLP-generated texts Compressed Querying is Hard
The most used operation on compressed texts is decompressing.
Natural question: can it be done efficiently by a parallel algorithm?
MAIN RESULT 2:
Compressed Querying problem is P-complete. Compressed text = text generated by SLP For compressed texts querying is P-complete, embedding is Θ 2 -hard Method: reduction from subset sum problem, "yes-no" symmetry
Open Problems:
What is exact complexity of Compressed Embedding problem (we know that it is somewhere between Θ 2 and PSPACE)? To construct O(nm) algorithms for edit distance, where n is the length of T 1 and m is the compressed size of T 2
